
 

Hodinky a kapesní hodinky
Datum Aukce: 28.05.2024, 15:00
Typ aukce: Sálová aukce s Live bidding
Nejlepší nabídka bez poplatku kupujícího a DPH

Čís. Položky 301

Breitling Navitimer Cosmonaute
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.400,- do EUR 3.600,-

wristwatch with 24-hour index and chronograph, reference A12322, c. 2015

Case: stainless steel, numbered 228176, turning bezel, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement
Dial: black, Arabic numerals, silver-coloured auxiliary dials, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second
Accessories: folding fastening, safety bow stainless steel

The Cosmonaute by Breitling has a 24-hour dial and a rotating bezel for various aviation calculations.
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Čís. Položky 302

Breitling Navitimer Cosmonaute
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and 24-hour index, reference 81600B, c. 1987

Case: stainless steel, numbered 4989, turning bezel with calculator function, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 4297896, base calibre Lemania 1873, precision adjust, 17 jewels
Dial: black and silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, slide rule scale, 3 auxiliary dials for 30-minute index, 12-hour index and small second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, stainless steel replacement watchband with folding buckle and safety bow, box

Čís. Položky 303

Breitling Navitimer
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference A23322, c. 2006

Case: stainless steel, numbered 2223986, turning bezel with calculator function, screwed back, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 2223986, base calibre ETA 7750, precision adjust, stop function via switch,
27 jewels
Dial: black and silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for 30-minute index, 12-hour index and small second, date
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle

The Navitimer is one of Breitling’s most popular and successful model series. Its name is the acronym of ‘navigation’ and ‘timer’. The
rotating bezel serves as a slide rule.
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Čís. Položky 304

Breitling Navitimer Chrono-Matic
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.400,- do EUR 3.400,-

wristwatch with stop and slide-rule function, reference 1806, c. 1976

Case: stainless steel, numbered 1442070, aluminium turning bezel, screwed back, left crown, diameter c. 48 mm
Movement: self-winding with micro rotor, parcel-gilt lever movement, calibre 12, precision adjust, stop function via switch, 17 jewels
Dial: black, baton numerals and Arabic numerals, 2 silver-coloured auxiliary dials for 30-minute index and 12-hour index, slide-rule scale,
date
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp

The reference 1806 was produced from 1968 to 1977 and has become an extremely popular model among collectors. This watch comes
from one of the last production batches and bears the patent publication number 486728.
The stop second hand must be reset.

Čís. Položky 305

Breitling “Pupitre”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 7101, c. 1971

Case: stainless steel, fitted case, numbered 1372086, screwed back, turning bezel, width c. 42 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, calibre Valjoux 7740, stop mechanism via switch, 17 jewels
Dial: brown and silver-coloured, applied baton numerals, 2 auxiliary dials for 30-minute index and 12-hour index, date, puls and
tachymeter scale
Accessories: Etui

This watch is in very good to excellent condition and comes with an original Breitling box from the 1970s.
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Čís. Položky 306

Breitling Navitimer Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference A23322, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 2229324, turning bezel with calculator function, diameter c. 41 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, 27 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date, tachymeter

The Breitling Navitimer was designed as a pilot's watch. Position calculations are possible with the integrated calculation function.

Čís. Položky 307

Breitling Navitimer Montbrillant
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference A30030.4, c. 1990

Case: stainless steel, numbered 4742, turning bezel with calculator function, diameter c. 38 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre ETA 2892A2, precision adjust, 41 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, applied hour markers, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 30-minute index and 12-hour index
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, warranty booklet, instruction manual, slide rule instructions and calculator disk, bakelite box with
slipcase

The Navitimer is one of Breitling's most successful model series and was designed for pilots. Its name is the acronym of ‘navigation’ and
‘timer’.
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Čís. Položky 308

Breitling Montbrillant Edition
Speciale 100 ans d'Aviation
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

A limited-edition wristwatch, reference A35330, c. 2003

Case: stainless steel, numbered 702556, turning bezel with calculator function, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 702556, precision adjust
Dial: two-tone, Arabic numerals, 10-minute index, small second, date
Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel
Special edition for the 100th anniversary of aviation 1903-2003. Servicing is required.

Čís. Položky 309

Breitling Avenger Blackbird
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

A limited-edition wristwatch with black case, reference M1383, c. 2018

Case: stainless steel, coated, numbered 2344787, screw crown, turning bezel, diameter c. 45 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movementDial: black, luminous Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date,
decimal scale
Accessories: coated stainless steel pin buckle

The Blackbird was produced in a limited edition of 2000 pieces. The present watch bears the number 1152.
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Čís. Položky 310

Breitling Avenger Blackbird
Chronometer
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.400,- do EUR 3.600,-

wristwatch with revolving bezel, reference V1731010, c. 2018

Case: coated titanium, numbered 2987487, screw crown, turning bezel, diameter c. 48 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 2987487, calibre 17, precision adjust, 25 jewels
Dial: black, baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: coated stainless steel pin buckle, box, instruction manual and warranty booklet, chronometer certificate, electronic warranty
card, coated stainless steel folding clasp

The Avenger Blackbird by Breitling is a robust military-style wristwatch.

Čís. Položky 311

Breitling Chronomat 44
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference AB0110, c. 2012

Case: stainless steel, numbered 3002313, screwed back, screw crown and push-piece, unidirectional rotating bezel, diameter c. 44 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 3002313, calibre B01, precision adjust, stop function via control wheel, 47
jewels
Dial: grey, applied baton numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for 30-minute index, 12-hour index and small second, date
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle with safety bow, warranty and chronometer certificate, instruction manual, purchase receipt, box
with slipcase

The watches of the Breitling Chronomat series are now among the most popular models by this manufacturer. The present watch is in
almost new, unworn condition
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Čís. Položky 312

Breitling Chronomat 41
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 6.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference CB0140, c. 2013

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered 3112504, screwed back, screw crown and push-piece, unidirectional rotating bezel, diameter c.
41 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 3112504, calibre B01, precision adjust, stop function via control wheel, 47
jewels
Dial: silver and gold coloured, applied baton numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for 30-minute index, 12-hour index and small second, date
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle with safety bow, digital warranty card, chronometer certificate, instruction manual, purchase
receipt, box with slipcase

This watch is in almost new, unworn condition.

Čís. Položky 313

Breitling Crosswind Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference A13055, c. 2007

Case: stainless steel, numbered 2285, screw crown, turning bezel, diameter c. 43 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, stop mechanism via switch, 25 jewels
Dial: blue, Roman numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, tachymeter, date
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, box, warranty booklet and instruction manual
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Čís. Položky 314

Breitling Superocean Chronometer
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with date, reference A17320, c. 2010

Case: stainless steel, numbered 1168841, turning bezel, diameter c. 46 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement
Dial: brown, baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, with box
A sporty wristwatch with a diameter of c. 46 mm.

Čís. Položky 315

IWC Schaffhausen Portugieser
Perpetual Calendar
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with perpetual calendar, reference IW502119, c. 2009

Case: gold 750, numbered 3366728, screw-down glass bottom, diameter c. 44 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 3114679, 62 jewels
Dial: black, Arabic numerals, date, weekday, month, year, moon phase, power reserve index
Accessories: folding fastening gold 750, box, warranty card, instruction manual and warranty booklet, cleaning cloth, year slider

The Portuguese with perpetual calendar by IWC has a power reserve of 7 days.
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Čís. Položky 316

IWC Schaffhausen Portuguese
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

wristwatch with power reserve index, reference 5001, c. 2005

Case: gold 750, glass bottom, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 2940864, calibre 50010, precision adjust, 44 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, date, power reserve, small second
Accessories: folding fastening gold 750, brown leather extra strap, instruction manual, warranty card

The reference 5001 has an automatic movement with a maximum power reserve of 7 days.

Čís. Položky 317

IWC Schaffhausen Portuguese F. A.
Jones
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

a limited-edition large wristwatch, reference 5442, c. 2006

Case: stainless steel, case numbered 3115764, limited edition number 1172/3000, glazed and screwed back, diameter c. 43 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 2667641, calibre 98290, screw balance wheel, Breguet overcoil spring,
extra-long regulator arm, 18 jewels
Dial: white, Arabic numerals, small second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, warranty card and booklet, instruction manual, accompanying book, box with slipcase
This IWC was produced in a limited edition in honour of the founder of the International Watch Company, Florentine Ariosto Jones.

This watch is in almost new, unworn condition.
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Čís. Položky 318

IWC Schaffhausen Portuguese
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 6.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 3714, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 2740396, screwed back, diameter c. 41 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 2603511, calibre 79240, stop mechanism via switch, blued screws, 31 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, small second

The Portuguese is one of IWC’s most famous model series.

Čís. Položky 319

IWC Schaffhausen Da Vinci
Odhadní cena:

EUR 9.000,- do EUR 15.000,-

wristwatch with perpetual calendar and stop function, reference 3750, c. 1994

Case: gold 750, numbered 2538873, screw crown, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 2493853, calibre 79061, blued screws, stop mechanism via switch, 39 jewels
Dial: white, baton numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date, weekday, month, year, moon phase
Accessories: covered folding buckle gold 750, wooden box, instruction manual and warranty booklet, warranty, year slider

The Da Vinci by IWC has a mechanism that displays the current date at all times and takes leap years into account.
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Čís. Položky 320

IWC Schaffhausen Da Vinci
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and perpetual calendar, reference 3750, c. 1999

Case: stainless steel, numbered 2759173, screw crown, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, gilt lever movement, numbered 2727220, calibre 79261, precision adjust, stop mechanism via switch, blued
screws, 39 jewels
Dial: black, Arabic numerals, applied baton numerals, sectors for 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date, weekday and month,
window for moon phase and year
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, warranty booklet and card (blank), box

The Da Vinci reference 3750 by IWC is one of the best-known watches with a perpetual calendar and stop function and is extremely
popular among collectors.

Čís. Položky 321

IWC Schaffhausen Portofino
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.200,- do EUR 4.500,-

wristwatch, reference IW356502, c. 2013

Case: stainless steel, numbered 5006069, screwed back, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 3606716, calibre 35110, precision adjust, 25 jewels
Dial: black, applied baton numerals and Roman numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp, warranty card and booklet, instruction manual, service report 11/2015, service sleeve
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Čís. Položky 322

IWC Schaffhausen Mark XVI Pilot’s
Watch
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with date, reference 3255, c. 2006

Case: stainless steel, numbered 3124050, screw crown, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 2899259, calibre 30110, precision adjust, 23 jewels, soft iron anti-magnetic shielding
Dial: black, Arabic numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, box, instruction manual and warranty booklet
Wristwatch for pilots by IWC in good condition.

Čís. Položky 323

IWC Schaffhausen “Mark XI”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch for the Royal Airforce, c. 1952

Case: stainless steel, numbered 6B/346 and 127/52, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 1244827, calibre 89, soft iron anti-magnetic shielding
Dial: black, central second

The Mark XI by IWC was intended for military use. The back and the movement bridge bear an engraved Broad Arrow, the symbol of the
British Army. The dial and hands are partly reworked.
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Čís. Položky 324

Jaeger LeCoultre Master Ultrathin
Tourbillon
Odhadní cena:

EUR 20.000,- do EUR 40.000,-

wristwatch with tourbillon and diamonds, reference 174.2.34. S, c. 2015

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 2963311, screw-down glass bottom, brilliants, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 389092, calibre 982, blued screws, one minute tourbillon carriage, rotor gold 916, 33
jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, octagonal diamonds, small second
Accessories: folding buckle rose gold 750, box, magnifying glass
An elegant wristwatch with tourbillon by Jaeger LeCoultre in very good condition.

Čís. Položky 325

Jaeger LeCoultre Reverso Gran‘Sport
Odhadní cena:

EUR 9.500,- do EUR 14.000,-

wristwatch with reversible case, reference 290.1.60, c. 2003

Case: gold 750, screw-down, numbered 1908686, screw crown, width c. 27 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 2827827, calibre 960R, 31 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, date, central second
Accessories: bracelet with adjustable folding buckle gold 750, bracelet parts gold 750, instruction manual

The Reverso Gran'Sport is the sporty version of the popular classic by Jaeger LeCoultre
Dial partly with colour staining.
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Čís. Položky 326

Jaeger LeCoultre Reverso Duoface
Night & Day
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with patent reversible case and second time display, reference 270.1.54, c. 1994

Case: gold 750, numbered 1757577, screw-down, sunk corrector pusher, glazed on both sides, width c. 27 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 854, 21 stones
Dial: silver-coloured front side, Arabic numerals, partly guilloché, small second; silver-coloured back, applied hour markers and Arabic
numerals, partly guilloché, day and night indication
Accessories: pin buckle gold 750, warranty card, accompanying book, correction pin, box with slipcase

The second time display on this Reverso Duoface can be adjusted quickly and easily using the corrector pusher.

Čís. Položky 327

Jaeger LeCoultre Reverso Grande
Date
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with reversible case and large date, reference 240.8.15, c. 2005

Case: stainless steel, numbered 2212317, patent reversible case, glazed back, width c. 29 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated 8-days’ lever movement, calibre 875, double mainspring barrel, precision adjust, 25 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, small second, large date, power reserve index
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp, certificate, instruction manual, box
The caliber 875 is among the models with a maximum power reserve of eight days.
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Čís. Položky 328

Jaeger LeCoultre Reverso Grande
Taille
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with reversible case, reference 270.8.62, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 1824393, width c. 26 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, calibre 822, precision adjust, 21 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, small second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle
A classic stainless steel Reverso by Jaeger LeCoultre.

Čís. Položky 329

Jaeger LeCoultre Le Grand Reveil
Odhadní cena:

EUR 7.000,- do EUR 10.000,-

wristwatch with alarm and perpetual calendar, reference 180.1.99, c. 1990

Case: gold 750, numbered 0533, screwed back, diameter c. 41 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 2296510, calibre 919 (basis 916), precision adjust, hammer on gong, 31 jewels
Dial: white, applied baton numerals and dot numerals, 4 auxiliary dials for date, weekday, month and 24-hour index, window for moon
phase and year
Accessories: folding buckle gold 750, guarantee and model certificate, instruction manual, supplementary sheet, box with slipcase, seal tag

The Grand Reveil, which is extremely popular among collectors and watch enthusiasts, is characterised above all by a rare combination of
perpetual calendar and alarm function.
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Čís. Položky 330

Jaeger LeCoultre Master Control
Geographic
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

wristwatch with world time, reference 176.2.29. S, c. 2011

Case: rose gold 750, numbered, 2717912, glass bottom, covered push-piece, second crown for world time, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 3270685, calibre 939, blued screws, rotor weight gold 916, 34 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, hour markers, Arabic numerals, date, 24-hour index, power reserve, second time with city indication, central second
Accessories: folding buckle gold 750, instruction manual

The Master Geographic by Jaeger LeCoultre is designed as a timepiece for frequent travellers. The current local time can be set using the
rotating city scale.

Čís. Položky 331

Jaeger LeCoultre Master Control
1000 Hours
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch, reference 145.8.89, c. 1990

Case: stainless steel, numbered 811, screwed back, diameter c. 34 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 889/2
Dial: silver-coloured, hour markers, Arabic numerals, date, central second
Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel
Sporty wristwatch in a flat design by Jaeger LeCoultre.
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Čís. Položky 332

A. Lange & Söhne Datograph Flyback
Odhadní cena:

EUR 30.000,- do EUR 50.000,-

fine wristwatch with stop function and large date, reference 403.035, c. 2005

Case: platinum 950, numbered 148179, calibre L951.1, screw-down glass bottom, 3 box pushers, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 44322, Breguet overcoil spring, precision adjust, stop function via
control wheel, blued screws, 4 screwed chatons, 40 jewels
Dial: black, Roman numerals, 2 silver-coloured auxiliary dials for 30-minute index, small second, large date, tachymeter
Accessories: pin buckle platinum 950, instruction manual and warranty booklet, box, slipcase damaged

The Datograph by Lange & Söhne was launched in 1999 and produced until 2012. It features a panorama date and a stopwatch function
with flyback. The name ‘Datograph’ is a combination of the words ‘date’ and ‘chronograph’.

Čís. Položky 333

A. Lange & Söhne Langematik
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

wristwatch with large date, reference 308.021, c. 2007

Case: gold 750, numbered 126012, pusher for date correction, screw-down glass bottom, diameter c. 37 mm
Movement: self-winding “Sax-O-Mat”, lever movement, numbered 26941, rotor gold 750, platinum 950, precision adjust, blued screws, 45
jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, large date, small second
Accessories: pin buckle gold 750, box, instruction manual and warranty booklet

The Langematik was one of the manufacturer's early model series following its re-establishment in 1994.
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Čís. Položky 334

A. Lange & Söhne Cabaret
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

wristwatch with rectangular case, reference 107,021, c. 2000

Case: gold 750, numbered 124707, screw-down glass bottom, covered pusher for date correction, width c. 26 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 17505, calibre L931.3, precision adjust, 3 screwed chatons, 30 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, Roman numerals, large date, small second
Accessories: pin buckle gold 750, box, instruction manual and warranty booklet, setting pin

The Cabaret by A. Lange & Söhne impresses with its rectangular case and the clearly legible date display.

Čís. Položky 335

A. Lange & Söhne Glashütte
B/Dresden
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.400,- do EUR 5.000,-

decorative, fine pocket watch, c. 1880

Case: gold 750, numbered 16190, signed “CWS” (Charles William Schumann), hammered decoration, hinged bezel, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated and signed lever movement, 3/4-plate, Breguet overcoil spring, compensation balance with
diamond cap, gold lever and wheel, 4 screwed chatons
Dial: white, enamel, Roman numerals, sunk small second
A pocket watch from the American market, in a rare very good condition. Due to American protective tariffs, the movement was exported to
the USA and only fitted into the case locally.
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Čís. Položky 336

Glashütte Original PanoNavigator
Odhadní cena:

EUR 16.000,- do EUR 24.000,-

a limited-edition platinum wristwatch with stop function and panorama date, reference 95–01–07–14–04, c. 2007

Case: platinum 950, numbered 47/50, screw-down and glazed back, diameter c. 44 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 00503, calibre GUB 95, stop function via control wheel, swan-neck
precision regulator, screw balance wheel, blued screws, 57 jewels
Dial: green, Arabic numerals, off-centre time display, 2 auxiliary dials and an applied numeral ring for small second, stop second and
30-minute index, panorama date
Accessories: pin buckle platinum 950, copy of a warranty
The platinum PanoNavigator was presented in this version in an exclusive limited edition of just 50 pieces. From a private collection.

Čís. Položky 337

Glashütte Original PanoMaticLunar
Odhadní cena:

EUR 10.000,- do EUR 14.000,-

wristwatch with panorama date and moon phase index, reference 90–02–32–11–05, c. 2009

Case: gold 750, numbered 00376, screw-down and glazed back, a sunk corrector pusher, diameter c. 43 mm
Movement: self-winding with off-centre flywheel, decorated lever movement, numbered 05594, calibre GUB90, 3/4 plate, duplex swan-
neck precision regulator, blued screws, screw balance wheel, flywheel gold 875, 47 jewels
Dial: black, applied baton numerals, off-centre time display, moon phase index, panorama date, small second
Accessories: folding buckle gold 750, instruction manual with warranty, lunar calendar (2008–2012)
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Čís. Položky 338

Glashütte Original PanoMaticReserve
Odhadní cena:

EUR 9.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

a limited-edition wristwatch with panorama date and power reserve index, reference 90–03–05–13–04, c. 2010

Case: platinum 950, numbered 07/50, screw-down and glazed back, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding with off-centre flywheel, decorated lever movement, numbered 01378, calibre GUB 90, 3/4 plate, duplex swan-
neck precision regulator, blued screws, screw balance wheel, flywheel gold 875, 61 jewels
Dial: black, applied baton numerals, off-centre time display, power reserve index, panorama date, small second
Accessories: pin buckle platinum 950, copy of a warranty

This model by the famous Glashütte watch manufacturer was launched in a small edition of 50 pieces. The present watch is number 07/50
and comes from a private collection.

Čís. Položky 339

Glashütte Original Senator
Chronometer
Odhadní cena:

EUR 9.000,- do EUR 14.000,-

wristwatch with panorama date, power reserve index and day/night indicator, reference 1–58–01–01–01–04, c. 2011

Case: gold 750, numbered 0704, screw-down and glazed back, sunk correction push-piece, diameter c. 43 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 0945, calibre GO58, 3/4 plate, screw balance wheel, swan-neck
precision regulator, blued screws, 58 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Roman numerals, power reserve index, panorama date, day/night indicator, small second
Accessories: folding buckle gold 750, instruction manual with warranty, calibration certificate
The manufacture movement of this watch features a so-called zero-reset mechanism enabling the movement to be stopped and the
seconds hand to be reset to the zero position.
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Čís. Položky 340

Glashütte Original Senator Perpetual
Calendar
Odhadní cena:

EUR 7.000,- do EUR 10.000,-

wristwatch with perpetual calendar and panorama date, reference 100–02–22–12–05, c. 2012

Case: stainless steel, numbered 0154, screw-down and glazed back, 5 sunk corrector pushers, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 02534, calibre GO100, flywheel gold 875, screw balance wheel, swan-neck
precision regulator, 59 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, window for panorama date, weekday, month (German), moon phase and leap year indicator, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, warranty

Čís. Položky 341

Nautische Instrumente Mühle
Glashütte/SA Teutonia Quadrant
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.000,- do EUR 1.500,-

wristwatch with square case, reference M1–30–30, c. 2010

Case: stainless steel, numbered 156, screw-down glass bottom, width c. 38 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, precision adjust, 27 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, date, small second
A striking wristwatch by Glashütte with fitted case.
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Čís. Položky 342

Nautische Instrumente Mühle
Glashütte/S. A. R. Rescue Timer
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.200,- do EUR 1.800,-

A wristwatch in a limited edition for the 150th anniversary of the German Maritime Search and Rescue Service, reference M143-03, c. 2002

Case: stainless steel, numbered 4610, caoutchouc, screw crown, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre SW200–1, precision adjust, 26 jewels
Dial: black, luminous baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: folding fastening, safety bow, box, warranty booklet from 2006

The German Maritime Search and Rescue Service (Deutsche Gesellschaft zur Rettung Schiffbrüchiger, or DGzRS) undertakes important and
often dangerous work on the North Sea and Baltic Sea. Mühle Glashütte introduced this model in 2002, on the occasion of the
organisation’s 150th anniversary.

Čís. Položky 343

Breguet Marine Hora Mundi
Odhadní cena:

EUR 7.000,- do EUR 10.000,-

wristwatch with world time, reference 3700, c. 2000

Case: gold 750, number 4958E, screwed back, patented double crown system for time and world time setting, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 060, calibre 563, precision adjust, 25 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Roman numerals, revolving time zone ring, date, central second
Accessories: covered folding buckle gold 750
The Hora Mundi model offers simple and uncomplicated setting of the world time zones thanks to a patented double crown system.
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Čís. Položky 344

Breguet Marine Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 3460BA, c. 2000

Case: gold 750, numbered 4454J, screwed back and crown, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement
Dial: silver-coloured, guilloché, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date, Roman numerals
Accessories: folding fastening gold 750, box, warranty booklet
An elegant marine chronograph by Breguet.

Čís. Položky 345

Breguet Type XX Transatlantique
Flyback Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and flyback, reference 3820, c. 2001

Case: stainless steel, numbered 50339, turning bezel, screw crown, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 582, 25 jewels
Dial: black, Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding clasp, box, warranty booklet, instruction manual (not matching)
The flyback was used by pilots for navigation.
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Čís. Položky 346

Omega Marine 1932
Odhadní cena:

EUR 10.000,- do EUR 14.000,-

a limited-edition wristwatch with a 2-piece special case, reference 516.53.32.20.02.002, c. 2007

Case: red and white gold 750, number 90266533, 2-part slide-in case with locking lever, screwed and glazed back, width c. 32 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated co-axial lever movement, calibre 2007, 22 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals
Accessories: gold 750 folding buckle, pictogram and accompanying card
The historical model for this watch, which was launched in 2007 in the Omega Museum Collection and is extremely popular among
collectors, is the Omega Marine from 1932. The latter was the first commercially available diver's watch and was tested for water
resistance of up to 135 meters. This watch was issued in a limited edition of 135 pieces and bears the number 098/135. From a private
collection.

Čís. Položky 347

Omega DeVille Co-Axial Power
Reserve Chronometer
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.200,- do EUR 1.800,-

wristwatch with power reserve index, model 168.1704, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 80400401, screw crown, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement numbered 80400401, calibre 2627, soft iron anti-magnetic shielding, 29 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, date, power reserve, small second
Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel
Omega DeVille with co-axial escapement.
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Čís. Položky 348

Omega Speedmaster Racing “Michael
Schumacher World Champion 2001
Chronograph”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch in a limited-edition of 11,111 pieces, reference 35195000, c. 2002

Case: stainless steel, numbered 57966576, tachymeter, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 1152
Dial: carbon, luminous baton numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date
Accessories: covered folding fastening, box, certificate, warranty card, 3 bracelet parts

The Speedmaster “Michael Schumacher” was produced in 2001 in a limited edition for the Formula 1 world championship title. The present
watch is number 5309.

Čís. Položky 349

Omega Speedmaster Michael
Schumacher Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.600,- do EUR 2.400,-

wristwatch with stop function, model 175.0032.1/175.0033.1, c. 1995

Case: stainless steel, numbered 55586849, tachymeter, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 1143, precision adjust, 45 jewels
Dial: two-tone, baton numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp
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Čís. Položky 350

Omega Constellation Chronometer
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.200,- do EUR 1.800,-

wristwatch with date, model 168004/14, c. 1967

Case: gold 750, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 24488463, calibre 561, precision adjust, 24 jewels
Dial: gold-coloured, baton numerals, date, central second
An elegant Constellation by Omega with “pie pan” dial.

Čís. Položky 351

Omega Seamaster Professional
Chronometer
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with date, model 168.1623, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 80894306, screw crown, turning bezel, diameter c. 41 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 80894306, calibre 1120, precision adjust, soft iron anti-magnetic shielding, 23 jewels
Dial: blue, luminous dot and baton numerals, date, central second

The Seamaster was developed by Omega for diving.
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Čís. Položky 352

Omega
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.600,- do EUR 3.800,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference CK 987, c. 1953

Case: stainless steel, numbered 64135, diameter c. 38 mm
Movement: manual winding, red gilt lever movement, numbered 11028791, calibre 170 (33.3 CHRO T6), screw balance wheel, Breguet
overcoil spring, stop function via control wheel, 17 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals and dot numerals, 2 auxiliary dials for 30-minute index and small second, tachymeter scale
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, box, copy of an excerpt from the archive

This watch is a late production of the rare reference CK 987, which is popular among collectors.
Dial partly stained.

Čís. Položky 353

Chronoswiss Opus No. 1222
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.800,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and skeletonised dial and movement, reference 7523, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 7 459, glazed and screwed back, diameter c. 38 mm
Movement: self-winding, skeletonised lever movement, calibre 741, precision adjust, blued screws
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, 4 auxiliary dials for date, 30-minute index, 12-hour index and small second, skeletonised
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, guarantee certificate, instruction manual, water resistance certificate

This watch is in almost mint condition.
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Čís. Položky 354

Chronoswiss Kairos
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and decentralised time display, reference CH7523, c. 1998

Case: stainless steel, numbered 7 687, glazed and screwed back, diameter c. 38 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 753 (base ETA 7750), precision adjust, blued screws, 19 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, partly guilloché, 4 auxiliary dials for time display, 30-minute index, 12-hour index and small second
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding buckle, stainless steel bracelet parts, leather strap with stainless steel pin buckle, aluminium
box with slipcase

Čís. Položky 355

Chronoswiss Delphis
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch with regulator dial and digital jumping hour, reference CH1422R, c. 2010

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered 9164, glazed and screwed back, screw-down lugs, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 2201, calibre 124, precision adjust, 29 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, partly guilloché, retrograde minute display, window for digital hour index, small second, numbered
2109
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, parcel-gilt, warranty card (blank), instruction manual, water resistance certificate, distribution
directory, product tag, wood case

This watch is in almost unworn, mint condition.
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Čís. Položky 356

Chronoswiss Delphis Number 680
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch with retrograde minute indication and leaping digital hour, reference CH 1422, c. 2001

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered 8121, glazed and screwed back, diameter c. 38 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 532, calibre 124, precision adjust 29 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, guilloché, Arabic numerals, retrograde minute indication, window for leaping digital hour index, small second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, guarantee certificate, instruction manual, water resistance certificate, distributor directory, wood box
with slipcase

This watch is in almost mint condition.

Čís. Položky 357

Chronoswiss Regulateur 24
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.800,- do EUR 4.000,-

a limited-edition wristwatch with regulator dial, reference CH 1123, c. 2008

Case: stainless steel, numbered 10134, limited edition number 1313/2025, glazed and screwed back, screwed lugs, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 1313, calibre 112 (basis Marvin 700), 17 jewels
Dial: silver 925, numbered 1313, Arabic numerals, 2 auxiliary dials for 24-hour index and small second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, warranty certificate, water resistance certificate, commemorative silver 999 medal, product tag,
cleaning cloth, wooden box

-- This model was launched in 2008 to celebrate the brand's 25th anniversary in a limited edition of 2025 pieces. The present piece is
number 1313/2025.
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Čís. Položky 358

Chronoswiss Timemaster
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.200,- do EUR 1.800,-

wristwatch for pilots, reference CH6233, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 02 046, glass bottom, diameter c. 44 mm
Movement: manual winding, numbered 1400, calibre 672, precision adjust, 18 jewels
Dial: black, luminous baton numerals, Arabic numerals
Accessories: metal pin buckle

The Timemaster by Chronoswiss is a classic pilot's watch with a rotating bezel.

Čís. Položky 359

Chronoswiss Timemaster Flyback
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.200,- do EUR 1.800,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 7633, c. 2010

Case: stainless steel, numbered 03671, turning bezel, glass bottom, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 03–2178, stop mechanism via switch, 29 jewels
Dial: black, luminous baton numerals, Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, small second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, box, manual and warranty card, service guarantee from 2018
Flyback chronographs were especially popular with pilots. This function made it possible to determine the exact position during the flight.
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Čís. Položky 360

Chronoswiss Timemaster D
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference CH7533, c. 2010

Case: stainless steel, numbered 08 118, glazed and screwed back, turning bezel, diameter c. 45 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 08–7171, calibre ETA 7750, precision adjust, stop function via switch, 25
jewels
Dial: black, luminous Arabic numerals and hour markings, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 30-minute index and 12-hour index, date hand
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, instruction manual, water resistance certificate, warranty card (blank), wooden box with slipcase
From a private collection.

Čís. Položky 361

Patek Philippe Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 30.000,- do EUR 50.000,-

rare wristwatch with “spider lugs”, reference 1579, c. 1951

Case: gold 750, numbered 664461, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 868032, calibre 13“, stop function via control wheel, precision adjust, 23 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, dot numerals, Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, small second, tachymeter
Accessories: extract from the archives

Reference 1579 was launched in 1943 and is still very popular. Due to the special shape of the lugs, collectors call watches such as the
present one “Spider Lugs”. The watch is in working order. The correction lever spring is broken. Servicing is required for the correct stop
function.
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Čís. Položky 362

Patek Philippe Officer Power Reserve
Moon
Odhadní cena:

EUR 15.000,- do EUR 20.000,-

wristwatch with power reserve and moon phase, reference 5054R001, c. 2000

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 4084637, hinged back, movement glass, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement numbered 3111714, calibre 240/164, Gyromax balance, micro rotor gold 916, 29 jewels
Dial: white, Roman numerals, power reserve, date, moon phase, small second
Accessories: pin buckle rose gold 750, certificate, box, setting pin, manual and warranty booklet, with sleeve
The striking case is reminiscent of the military watches of the past and gives this watch model its name: "Officer".

Čís. Položky 363

Patek Philippe Calatrava Officer
Odhadní cena:

EUR 10.000,- do EUR 15.000,-

a limited-edition wristwatch, reference 3960, c. 1989

Case: gold 750, numbered 2863129, hinged back, diameter c. 34 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 768217, calibre 215, Gyromax balance, 18 jewels
Dial: porcelain, Arabic numerals, small second
Accessories: certificates, instruction manual

This watch was produced in yellow gold for the 150th anniversary of Patek Philippe in a limited edition of 2,000 pieces.
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Čís. Položky 364

Patek Philippe
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

pocket watch with power reserve index, reference 983J-001, with watch chain, c. 2010

Case: gold 750, numbered 4739792, savonette, inner lid with engraved initial “DF 2010”, diameter c. 49 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 5559566, calibre 1–17/141, Patek Philippe seal, screw balance wheel,
Breguet overcoil spring, precision adjust via winding stem, 20 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, applied Arabic numerals, power reserve index with hands, small second
Accessories: pocket watch chain gold 750, length c. 50 cm, copy of a certificate, booklet, leather folder, wooden box
The Patek Philippe seal was introduced in the spring of 2009 as a mark of quality for all of the manufacture's mechanical movements,
replacing the previous Geneva seal (1886-2008).

Čís. Položky 365

Patek Philippe Calatrava
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

wristwatch with small second hand, reference 2572, c. 1958

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 423926, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 747704, calibre 10–200, precision adjust, 18 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, Arabic numerals, small second
Accessories: extract from the archives, service guarantee from 1974
A classic men's model in a flat design by Patek Philippe.
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Čís. Položky 366

Patek Philippe Calatrava “Monodate”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

wristwatch with date, reference 3445, c. 1970

Case: gold 750, numbered 313629, diameter c. 35 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 1120788, calibre 27–460M, Gyromax balance, 37 jewels
Dial: gold-coloured, baton numerals, date, small second

The Calatrava "Monodate" was produced from 1961 to 1981.

Čís. Položky 367

Patek Philippe Calatrava
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

wristwatch with small second hand, reference 3923, c. 1990

Case: gold 750, numbered 2851078, diameter c. 31 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 1613194, calibre 215, Gyromax balance, 18 jewels
Dial: white, Roman numerals, small second
Accessories: pin buckle gold 750, sleeve
Calatrava by Patek Philippe in a unisex size.
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Čís. Položky 368

Patek Philippe & Cie
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

pocket Watch, c. 1910

Case: gold 750, numbered 285479, lépine, diameter c. 47 mm
Movement: manual winding, gilt lever movement, numbered 190250, compensation balance, Breguet overcoil spring, wolf’s tooth winding
Dial: white, enamel, Arabic numerals, sunk small second
Accessories: guarantee certificate, replacement glass, box
A classic, elegant pocket watch by Patek Philippe.

Čís. Položky 369

Patek Philipp Calatrava
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

wristwatch with “tropical dial” and interchangeable bracelet, reference 3418, c. 1960

Case: stainless steel, numbered 2619806, diameter c. 34 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 729909, calibre 12–400, compensation balance, Breguet overcoil spring, precision
adjust, 18 jewels
Dial: baton numerals, small second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle

The special feature of this watch is the three-part case system, which allows the wearer to easily change the straps.
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Čís. Položky 370

Patek Philippe Calatrava
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with date and central second, reference 3998, c. 1990

Case: platinum 950, numbered 2900172, diameter c. 34 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 1910584, calibre 315SC, Gyromax balance, 29 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, hour markers, date, central second
Accessories: pin buckle platinum 950

Čís. Položky 371

Patek Philippe Aquanaut
Odhadní cena:

EUR 22.000,- do EUR 34.000,-

wristwatch with fitted case, reference 5065, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 4346800, screw crown, glazed and screwed back, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 3614563, calibre 315/293, with the Geneva seal, Gyromax balance, 29
jewels
Dial: black, applied Arabic numerals, date, central second
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding clasp, service case

The Aquanaut was produced from 1997 onwards as a cheaper alternative to the Nautilus and is now very popular among collectors and
watch enthusiasts.
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Čís. Položky 372

Patek Philippe Arte Suizo
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

wristwatch with lapis lazuli, reference 3578/1, c. 1970

Case: white gold 750, lapis lazuli, numbered 2693723, width c. 30 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 1166721, calibre 175, Gyromax balance, 18 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals
Accessories: Etui

This exceptional Patek Philippe model was produced between 1969 and 1982. The strap lugs have been modified for use with a leather
strap.

Čís. Položky 373

Patek Philippe
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with square watch case, reference 1408, c. 1945

Case: stainless steel, numbered 618792, width c. 25 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 900056, calibre 10–105
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, Roman numerals, small second
A wristwatch with fitted case by Patek Philippe. The dial is stained and has been reworked.
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Čís. Položky 374

Vacheron Constantin 222
Odhadní cena:

EUR 14.000,- do EUR 20.000,-

wristwatch with fitted case, reference 46004, c. 1987

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered 549333, screwed back, width c. 31 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 692627, calibre 1124/1, precision adjust, 33 jewels
Dial: grey, applied baton numerals, central second, date
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding buckle, guarantee certificate, documentation, service invoice, stainless steel bracelet segment,
box

The "222" model series was launched by Vacheron Constantin in 1977 to celebrate the company's 222nd anniversary.

Čís. Položky 375

Vacheron & Constantin
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with central second, reference 6400–1, c. 1950

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 169, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 489168, calibre P454/ 5B, precision adjust, 17 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, central second
Accessories: pin buckle, rose gold 750
An elegant wristwatch by Vacheron & Constantin. The case and dial have been reworked.
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Čís. Položky 376

Audemars Piguet Royal Oak
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with date and central second, c. 1990

Case: stainless steel, numbered 179, screwed back, diameter c. 35 mm
Movement: quartz
Dial: grey, baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: covered folding fastening, box
A classic Royal Oak by Audemars Piguet, with partly discoloured dial.

Čís. Položky 377

Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Offshore
Navy Blue Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and date, reference 26020ST. OO. D020IN.01, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered F28235–5484, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 2226/2840, rotor weight gold 875, 50 jewels
Dial: white, tapestry, Arabic numerals, blue auxiliary dials for 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date, tachymeter
Accessories: folding fastening, stainless steel, box, instruction manual and warranty booklet

The navy version is a classic of Audemars Piguet’s offshore series.
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Čís. Položky 378

Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Calendar
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with date and moon phase, reference 25594, c. 1990

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered 1017, screw crown and bezel, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 2124, 33 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, tapestry, baton numerals, date, weekday, moon phase
Accessories: covered folding fastening, safety bow, box

The Audemars Piguet Royal Oak with date and moon phase was launched in 1985. The model followed the reference 25552, which was
produced without a moon phase. In its more than 20-year history, this series has developed into a highly sought-after model.

Čís. Položky 379

Audemars Piguet Jules Audemars
Equation du Temps Munich
Odhadní cena:

EUR 20.000,- do EUR 30.000,-

fine wristwatch with perpetual calendar, moon phase and equation of time, reference 26003BC. OO. D002CR.0174, c. 2006

Case: white gold 750, numbered F64969, screw-down glass bottom, covered push-pieces, diameter c. 43 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 549919, calibre 2110/4, Gyromax balance, rotor weight gold 875, 41 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, guilloché, Roman numerals, date, weekday, month, sunrise and sunset, moon phase, equation of time
 Accessories: folding fastening white gold 750, box with watch winder (not functioning), manual, warranty and service booklet

The Jules Audemars Equation of Time is a highly complex, elegant wristwatch. It combines the requirements of a classic timepiece with the
functions of an astronomical watch. It features an astronomical calendar and takes into account the equation of time at a specific location.
The equation of time is a phenomenon based on the tilt of the Earth's axis and its elliptical orbit around the sun. This results from the
deviation between mean and true solar time and can vary depending on the date and geographical position.
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Čís. Položky 380

Panerai Luminor GMT Regatta
Laureus 2002
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

a limited-edition wristwatch, reference OP6587, c. 2002

Case: stainless steel, number PB501806/E236, crown with patent protection mechanism, diameter c. 44 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement
 Dial: black, luminous dot numerals, Arabic numerals, small second, 24-hour index
 Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, box, service receipt (copy from 2021)

The Panerai Luminor GMT Regatta Laureus was produced in a limited edition of 300 pieces.

Čís. Položky 381

Panerai Luminor Marina 1950
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 6.000,-

wristwatch with fitted case and 3-day movement, reference PAM00523, c. 2018

Case: stainless steel, case number OP6976, sequence number BB1800353, serial number S0366/0800, screwed and glazed back, lever-
secured crown, width c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 154393, calibre P.9000, 28 jewels
Dial: white, Arabic numerals, date, small second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, warranty booklet, instruction manual, tools for changing the strap, purchase receipt and insurance
estimate from 02/2018, cleaning cloth, box with slipcase

The Luminor 1950 was originally the first Panerai model with the innovative and significant crown guard. These collections have been
produced for the civilian public since 1993.
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Čís. Položky 382

Graham Chronofighter 1695
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

wristwatch, reference 2CXAP, c. 2014

Case: gold 750, number 037, partly glazed back, push-button crown with push-button lever, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre G1745 (base ETA 7750), precision adjust, 25 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, applied baton numerals and Arabic numerals, auxiliary dial for 30-minute index, date
Accessories: gilt metal pin buckle, warranty pass, booklet, box with slipcase, copy of a purchase receipt from 01/2014
 The most striking feature of most Chronofighter models is their large chronograph pusher lever.

Čís. Položky 383

Graham Chronofighter Oversize
Diver Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with patent push-piece, reference 20VDIVAZ, c. 2010

Case: coated stainless steel, numbered 371, screwed back, turning bezel, diameter c. 47 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre G1732, 30 jewels
Dial: black, luminous baton numerals, 30-minute index, small second
Accessories: coated stainless steel pin buckle, box, certificate

The Chronofighter Oversize impresses with its unique arrangement and function of the pushers for the stop function.
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Čís. Položky 384

Cartier Santos 100 Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 2740, c. 2006

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered 844824CE, screwed back, width c. 41 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 8630, stop mechanism via switch, 27 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Roman numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, gold 750, box, instruction manual and warranty booklet
 A large Santos model with leather strap.

Čís. Položky 385

Cartier Tank Americaine
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with fitted case and date, reference 2505, c. 2010

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 680067MX, screwed back, width c. 27 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement
 Dial: silver-coloured, guilloché, Roman numerals, date, central second
Accessories: pin buckle, rose gold 750, box, sleeve
 An elegant model by Cartier in good condition.
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Čís. Položky 386

Tudor Heritage Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 70330N, c. 2017

Case: stainless steel, numbered J381409, turning bezel, screw crown and push-piece, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement
 Dial: grey, luminous dagger numerals, 45-minute index, small second, date
Accessories: folding fastening, stainless steel safety bow, box, warranty booklet and card, strap segment
 A sporty chronograph by Tudor with stainless steel bracelet.

Čís. Položky 387

Tudor Oyster Date Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and date, reference 79160, c. 1990

Case: stainless steel, numbered B442887, screw crown and push-piece, tachymeter, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, stop mechanism via switch, 17 jewels
Dial: two-tone, baton numerals, black auxiliary dials for 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date
Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel
 The two-tone dial in silver and black is often referred to as Panda by collectors.
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Čís. Položky 388

Girard-Perregaux Vintage 1945 XXL
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

wristwatch with fitted case, date and power reserve index, reference 25845–52–741, c. 2013

Case: gold 750, numbered 428, screwed and glazed back, width c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 309502, calibre 4000–0004, precision adjust, flywheel gold 750, 29 jewels
Dial: white, Roman numerals, small second, date and power reserve index
 Accessories: folding buckle gold 750, warranty card, distributor directory, instruction manual, box with slipcase, copy of a purchase receipt
from 09/2013
 In 1945, the well-known traditional Swiss manufacturer from La Chaux-de-Fonds launched a rectangular Art Deco model that served as the
inspiration for the "Vintage 1945" collection. From a private collection.

Čís. Položky 389

Girard Perregaux 1966 Full Calendar
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

wristwatch with complete calendar and moon phase, reference 49535, c. 2020

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 1318, glass bottom, covered push-piece, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 33M0. AL, rotor gold 750, precision adjust, blued screws, 27 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, date, weekday, month, moon phase
 Accessories: pin buckle rose gold 750
 An elegant, 1960-style model by Girard Perregaux.
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Čís. Položky 390

Girard Perregaux 1966 Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and tachymeter, reference 49539, c. 2020

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 264, glass bottom, box pusher, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 3080, rotor gold 750, precision adjust, blued screws, 38 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, small second, tachymeter
 Accessories: pin buckle rose gold 750
 A classic column-wheel chronograph by Girard Perregaux.

Čís. Položky 391

Girard-Perregaux 1966
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

an elegant wristwatch, reference 49534–52–711, c. 2013

Case: gold 750, numbered 186, glazed back, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 112017, calibre 3300–0050, precision adjust, flywheel gold 750, 32 jewels
Dial: white, Arabic numerals, small second
Accessories: pin buckle gold 750, warranty card, booklet, instruction manual, box with slipcase, copy of a purchase receipt from 09/2013
 Girard-Perregaux is one of the most traditional manufactories in Switzerland.

This watch is in almost unworn, mint condition. It comes from a private collection.
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Čís. Položky 392

Girard-Perregaux 1966
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

elegant wristwatch, reference 49525, c. 2020

Case: white gold 750, numbered 524, glazed back, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 06051, calibre 3500, precision adjust, flywheel gold 750, 27 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, applied baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: pin buckle made of white gold 750

Čís. Položky 393

Girard Perregaux Laureato
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

wristwatch with date, reference 81010, c. 2010

Case: titanium, rose gold 750, numbered 165, screw-down glass bottom, diameter c. 42 mm
Dial: grey, Clous de Paris decoration, luminous dagger numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp

The Laureato is equipped with a Girard Perregaux manufacture movement. This watch has a strap length of c. 18 cm.
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Čís. Položky 394

Girard-Perregaux Chrono Hawk
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 6.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and fitted case, reference 49970–32–631, c. 2014

Case: titanium, ceramic, blackened, numbered 146, screwed and glazed back, width c. 45 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 113022, calibre 3300–0073, precision adjust, 61 jewels
Dial: black, applied hour markers, 2 auxiliary dials for 30-minute index and small second, date
Accessories: blackened titanium folding buckle, warranty card, instruction manual, booklet, box with slipcase

This watch is in new, unworn condition. From a private collection.

Čís. Položky 395

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Cosmograph
Daytona
Odhadní cena:

EUR 16.000,- do EUR 24.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 116519, c. 2002

Case: white gold 750, numbered Y18435, screw crown and push-piece, tachymeter, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered C0062272, calibre 4130, stop function via control wheel, 44 jewels
Dial: white, Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second
Accessories: box, instruction manual, warranty, folding fastening white gold 750
 The 4130 calibre was produced exclusively by Rolex for the Cosmograph Daytona from 2000 onwards.
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Čís. Položky 396

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Cosmograph
Daytona “Floating Dial”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 16.000,- do EUR 24.000,-

rare wristwatch with stop function, reference 16523, c. 1989

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered R833379, screwed back, screw-down push-piece and crown, tachymeter scale, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 210359, calibre 4030, 31 jewels
Dial: black, applied baton numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 30-minute index and 12-hour index
 Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, guarantee certificate, booklet, product tag, stainless steel strap segment, gold 750, wooden box
with slipcase
 A sporty and elegant version of the Daytona, powered by calibre 4030, which is based on the “El Primero” movement by Zenith. In the
“floating dial” version, popular among collectors, the Cosmograph logo is spaced further apart from the rest of the lettering.

Čís. Položky 397

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Cosmograph
Daytona
Odhadní cena:

EUR 10.000,- do EUR 14.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 16523, c. 1992

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered E940434, screw crown and push-piece, screwed back, bezel with tachymeter scale, diameter c. 40
mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 45051, calibre 4030, stop function via control wheel, 31 jewels
Dial: gold-coloured, applied hour markers, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 30-minute index and 12-hour index
 Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, guarantee certificate, booklet, service card 11/2011, service sleeve, box with slipcase
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Čís. Položky 398

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Cosmograph
Daytona
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 16520, c. 1996

Case: stainless steel, numbered T593951, screwed back, screw-down push-piece and crown, tachymeter scale, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 115505, calibre 4030, 31 stones
 Dial: white, applied baton numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 30-minute index and 12-hour index
 Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle with safety bow, booklet and calendar, product tag, service card from 02/2023, box with slipcase
 The famous "El Primero" movement by Zenith served as the base movement for the calibre 4030 of this Daytona reference.

Čís. Položky 399

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Cosmograph
Daytona
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 16520, c. 1995

Case: stainless steel, numbered W747202, screwed back, screw-down push-piece and crown, tachymeter scale, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 119656, calibre 4030, 31 stones
 Dial: black, applied baton numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 30-minute index and 12-hour index
 Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle with safety bow, booklet, product tag, service card and receipt from 06/2023, box with slipcase
 The famous "El Primero" movement by Zenith served as the base movement for the calibre 4030 of this Daytona reference.
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Čís. Položky 400

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Cosmograph
Daytona
Odhadní cena:

EUR 16.000,- do EUR 24.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 16518, c. 1994

Case: gold 750, numbered S257293, screw crown and push-piece, tachymeter, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 79538, calibre 4030, stop function via control wheel, 31 jewels
Dial: white, Arabic numerals, black minutes, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second
Accessories: folding fastening, safety bow gold 750, box, warranty, instruction manual, brown leather extra strap
 An elegant Daytona by Rolex with the legendary El Primero movement.

Čís. Položky 401

Rolex Oyster Perpetual GMT Master
Odhadní cena:

EUR 24.000,- do EUR 36.000,-

wristwatch with second time zone, reference 1675, c. 1971

Case: gold 750, numbered 2605691, screwed back, screw crown, turning bezel, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered D869828, calibre 1570, 26 jewels
Dial: brown, applied dot numerals, dagger and batons, date, central second, 24-hour index
 Accessories: folding buckle gold 750, warranty booklet, chronometer certificate, booklet, box

This version of the GMT-Master features a dial known to collectors as the "Nipple Dial" due to its distinctive dot numerals.
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Čís. Položky 402

Rolex Perpetual Date GMT-Master II
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

wristwatch with second time zone, reference 116710LN, c. 2015

Case: stainless steel, numbered 19W3X213, screw crown, turning bezel, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 95L6S434, calibre 3186, 31 jewels
Dial: black, dot, baton and dagger numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding fastening, safety bow, box, instruction manual and warranty booklet, two warranty cards
 GMT Master by Rolex with black ceramic bezel.

Čís. Položky 403

Rolex Oyster Perpetual GMT Master
“Pepsi”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

wristwatch with two-tone bezel, reference 16750, c. 1987

Case: stainless steel, numbered 9846663, turning bezel, screw crown, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 1760836, calibre 3075, 27 stones
 Dial: black, luminous dot, baton and dagger numerals, date, central second, 24-hour index
 Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel, box

The GMT Master reference 16750 was only produced for a relatively short period between 1981 and 1988. The back of the watch back is
engraved with a dedication.
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Čís. Položky 404

Rolex Oyster Perpetual GMT Master
II “Pepsi”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with two-tone bezel, reference 16710T, c. 2004

Case: stainless steel, numbered F980102, screw crown, turning bezel, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 30469582, calibre 3185, 31 stones
 Dial: black, luminous dot, baton and dagger numerals, date, central second, 24-hour index
 Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel

Čís. Položky 405

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date
Submariner
Odhadní cena:

EUR 9.000,- do EUR 14.000,-

diving wristwatch, reference 1680, c. 1978

Case: stainless steel, numbered 5368286, screw crown, screwed back, turning bezel, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered D638068, calibre 1570, 26 jewels
Dial: black, luminous dot, baton and dagger numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle with safety bow, product tag, box with slipcase
 Servicing recommended.
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Čís. Položky 406

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date
Submariner “Kermit”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 16.000,-

wristwatch with green bezel, reference 16610T, c. 2006

Case: stainless steel, numbered Z019215, screw crown, screwed back, unidirectional rotating bezel, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 31079564, calibre 3135, 31 jewels
Dial: black, applied luminous dot, baton and dagger numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle with safety bow

The Submariner of this reference, nicknamed "Kermit" by collectors, is one of Rolex's most coveted models today.

Čís. Položky 407

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date
Submariner
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

diving wristwatch, reference 16610, c. 2009

Case: stainless steel, numbered V313667, turning bezel, screw crown, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 32449873, calibre 3135, 31 stones
 Dial: black, luminous dot, baton and dagger numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding fastening and safety bow, box, warranty card, instruction manual, service guarantee from 2018, (copy of
a) service invoice
 A classic Submariner by Rolex with accessories.
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Čís. Položky 408

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date
Submariner
Odhadní cena:

EUR 7.000,- do EUR 10.000,-

diving wristwatch, reference 16610, c. 2005

Case: stainless steel, numbered F845737, screw crown, screwed back, unidirectional rotating bezel, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 30290466, calibre 3135, 31 stones
 Dial: black, applied luminous dot, baton and dagger numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle with safety bow, guarantee certificate, booklet, box with slipcase

The Submariner is one of Rolex’s best-known and most popular models.
 Dents to the watch case.

Čís. Položky 409

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date
Submariner
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 11.000,-

diving wristwatch, reference 16613, c. 1993

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered X484060, unidirectional rotating bezel, screw crown, screwed back, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 6209343, calibre 3135, 31 stones
 Dial: black, applied luminous dot, baton and dagger numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle with safety bow, guarantee certificate, booklet, purchase receipt from 07/1993, box with slipcase
 A sporty and elegant version of the Rolex Submariner.
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Čís. Položky 410

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date
Submariner
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

diving wristwatch, reference 116613LB, c. 2019

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered 766D5852, turning bezel, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 3135, 31 stones
Dial: blue, luminous dot, baton and dagger numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel and gold 750 folding fastening and safety bow, instruction manual and warranty booklet, warranty card, (copy
of a) receipt from 2019
 A sporty and elegant Submariner by Rolex, in good condition.

Čís. Položky 411

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date Yacht-
Master
Odhadní cena:

EUR 7.000,- do EUR 10.000,-

wristwatch, reference 16623, c. 2010

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered V722308, screwed back, screw crown, turning bezel, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 3135, 31 stones
 Dial: blue, applied luminous dot, baton and dagger numerals, date, central second
Accessories: folding buckle safety bow, warranty card and booklet, accompanying booklet, seal tag, box with slipcase
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Čís. Položky 412

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Explorer
“Steve McQueen”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with second time zone and date, reference 1655, c. 1975

Case: stainless steel, numbered 3380481, screw crown, 24-hour scale, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered D103788, calibre 1570, 26 jewels
Dial: black, luminous baton numerals, daggers, date, central second, 24-hour index
 Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp and safety bow, warranty, instruction manual, service invoices

The Explorer or "Freccione" (Italian for arrow) has become a Rolex classic. It features a characteristically orange 24-hour index. The watch
is offered with its original instruction manual and warranty.

Čís. Položky 413

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Milgauss
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

wristwatch with anti-magnetic watch case, reference 116400, c. 2007

Case: stainless steel, numbered M276884, screw crown, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 3131, 31 jewels
Dial: white, luminous baton numerals, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp, box, instruction manual, warranty card

Rolex introduced the reference 116400 in 2007. The name Milgauss is derived from the unit of magnetic field strength. These watches
were designed for scientific applications with strong magnetic fields.
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Čís. Položky 414

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Day-Date
“Stella Dial”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 20.000,- do EUR 30.000,-

wristwatch with date and weekday index, reference 1803, c. 1973

Case: gold 750, numbered 3534721, screw crown, screwed back, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered DD375680, calibre 1556, 26 jewels
Dial: pale pink lacquered, applied baton numerals, window for date and weekday index (English), central second
Accessories: folding buckle gold 750, leather replacement strap with gold 750 pin buckle , data sheet, case with buckle, notepad in folder,
box, gold 750 bracelet parts
 The dial shows fine hairline cracks due to age that are typical of lacquered dials.

Čís. Položky 415

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Day-Date
Odhadní cena:

EUR 20.000,- do EUR 30.000,-

platinum wristwatch, reference 218206, c. 2009

Case: platinum 950, numbered V625931, screw crown, screwed back, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 32880586, calibre 3156, 31 jewels
Dial: black, applied Arabic numerals, weekday (German), date, central second
Accessories: platinum 950 bracelet with folding buckle, warranty card

Reference 218206 in a rare version with a black dial.
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Čís. Položky 416

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Day-Date 36
Odhadní cena:

EUR 30.000,- do EUR 50.000,-

wristwatch with diamonds, date and weekday, reference 128345RBR, c. 2021

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 4F87W976, screw crown, bezel with brilliants, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 3255, 31 jewels
Dial: rose gold coloured, diamonds, date, weekday, central second
Accessories: covered rose gold 750 folding fastening, box, instruction manual, warranty card, (copy of a) sales receipt from 2021, sleeve
 An elegant Rolex Day-Date with diamonds in very good condition.

Čís. Položky 417

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Day-Date
Odhadní cena:

EUR 10.000,- do EUR 15.000,-

wristwatch, reference 18038, c. 1987

Case: gold 750, numbered R238358, screw crown, screwed back, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 1846889, calibre 3055, 27 stones
 Dial: gold-coloured, applied baton numerals, window for weekday (German) and date, central second
Accessories: covered gold 750 folding buckle, gold 750 replacement bezel, replacement dial with diamonds (not original), service invoice
from 11/2023 and digital NFC service warranty card, service case, Rolex anchor pendant with chain, metal, original case with buckle
(71.00.04)

This watch, which was fully serviced in November 2023, is in almost impeccable condition. The service guarantee is valid until 12/2025.
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Čís. Položky 418

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

wristwatch with date, reference 116139, c. 2006

Case: white gold 750, numbered D025426, screw crown, diameter c. 37 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 30718488, calibre 3135.31 jewels
Dial: white, luminous baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: folding fastening white gold 750, box, warranty, instruction manual
 A sporty and elegant white gold version of the Datejust by Rolex.

Čís. Položky 419

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 6.000,-

wristwatch, reference 1500, c. 1980

Case: gold 750, numbered 6435834, screw crown, screwed back, diameter c. 35 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered D877845, calibre 1570, 26 jewels
Dial: white, Roman numerals, applied baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: folding buckle with safety bow gold 750 (numbered 16518), product tag, box with slipcase
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Čís. Položky 420

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

wristwatch, reference 1601, c. 1961

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 732971, screwed back, screw crown, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered D38265, calibre 1560, 25 jewels
Dial: black, applied hour markers, date, central second
Accessories: metal pin buckle, gilt, warranty, booklet, box
A Rolex Datejust 1601 in a rare version with rose gold case and “gilt dial” that is popular among collectors.
 The dial shows age-related irregularities to the surface.

Čís. Položky 421

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with date, reference 1601, c. 1978

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered 5196724, screw crown, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered D381586, calibre 1570, 26 jewels
Dial: gold-coloured, baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel
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Čís. Položky 422

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with date, reference 16013, c. 1978

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered 5356610, screwed back, screw crown, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 0006225, calibre 3035, 27 stones
 Dial: white, applied hour markers, date, center second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp
 Watch case and case back partly with dents.

Čís. Položky 423

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch, reference 16014, c. 1987

Case: stainless steel, white gold 750, numbered 8939371, screwed back, screw crown, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 1797125, calibre 3035, 27 stones
 Dial: grey, applied baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, guarantee certificate, booklets, product tag, purchase receipt from 11/1987, service receipt from
10/2012, box with slipcase
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Čís. Položky 424

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 6.000,-

wristwatch with date, reference 16220, c. 2001

Case: stainless steel, numbered K115508, screw crown, diameter c. 35 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 39019957, calibre 3135, 31 stones
Dial: white, Roman numerals, date, central second
Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel
 A sporty stainless steel version of the Datejust by Rolex.

Čís. Položky 425

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust -
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with date, reference 16200, c. 2004

Case: stainless steel, numbered Y727761, screw crown, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 39670032, calibre 3135, 31 stones
Dial: white, baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp, strap segment, instruction manual

The reference 16200 is one of Rolex's classics.
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Čís. Položky 426

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Air-King
Precision
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with central second, reference 14000, c. 1998

Case: stainless steel, numbered A357760, screw crown, diameter c. 34 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 14899413, calibre 3000, 27 stones
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp, box, bracelet screws
 A classic, sporty Air-King by Rolex.

Čís. Položky 427

Rolex Oysterquartz Datejust
“Porcelain Dial”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.200,- do EUR 4.500,-

wristwatch, reference 17013, c. 1990

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered E914530, screwed back, screw crown, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: quartz, numbered 0095953, decorated, calibre 5035, 11 jewels
Dial: white, applied Roman numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, accompanying leaflet, box with slipcase
 Glass partly chipped.
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Čís. Položky 428

Heuer Silverstone 150th Anniversary
1860–2010 Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

a limited-edition wristwatch, reference CAM2111, c. 2010

Case: stainless steel, numbered 598, screw-down glass bottom, width c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 11, precision adjust, 55 jewels
Dial: brown, baton numerals, 30-minute index, small second, date
Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel, box

Čís. Položky 429

TAG Heuer Monaco Calibre 12
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and fitted case, reference CAW2111–0, c. 2014

Case: stainless steel, numbered EAR1098, glazed and screwed back, width c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 12 (basis Sellita 300), precision adjust, chronograph module, 59 jewels
Dial: blue, applied baton numerals, 2 silver-coloured auxiliary dials for small second and 30-minute index, date
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding buckle, box
 From a private collection.
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Čís. Položky 430

Tag Heuer Monaco Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with fitted case and stop function, reference CW2113–0, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered LA0643, screwed back, width c. 38 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 17, 37 jewels
Dial: blue, baton numerals, silver-coloured auxiliary dials for 30-minute index, small second, date

Tag Heuer launched the Monaco in 1969. It owes its popularity to the famous actor Steve McQueen, among others.

Čís. Položky 431

Tag Heuer Carrera Calibre 1887
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and date, reference C2014, c. 2014

Case: stainless steel, numbered RUU8738, glass bottom, diameter c. 43 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 1887, stop function via control wheel, 39 jewels
Dial: black, Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp, box, instruction manual
 From a private collection.
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Čís. Položky 432

TAG Heuer Carrera Calibre 1887
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with stop function and date, reference CAR2A10, c. 2015

Case: stainless steel, numbered RUY8520, glazed and screwed back, tachymeter, diameter c. 43 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 1887, precision adjust, stop function via control wheel, 39 jewels
Dial: black, applied Arabic numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for 30-minute index, 12-hour index and small second, date
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding buckle, booklets, box with slipcase
 From a private collection.

Čís. Položky 433

Heuer Autavia Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 16.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 3646H, c. 1966

Case: stainless steel, numbered 59246, turning bezel, hour indicator, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, signed Heuer Leonidas SA, calibre Valjoux 92, stop function via control wheel, 17 jewels
Dial: black, baton numerals, silver-coloured auxiliary dials for 45-minute index, small second
Accessories: metal pin buckle, box

Heuer’s Autavia was especially popular among motor sports enthusiasts. Today, many of the models bear the names of famous racing
drivers. The classic reference 3646 was worn by former Formula 1 world champion Mario Andretti, among others. The present model
features a dial from the second series. Huguenin Frères produced the watch case. The luminous elements have been supplemented.
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Čís. Položky 434

Heuer Autavia
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 2446, c. 1968

Case: stainless steel, numbered 89079, screwed back, turning bezel, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, calibre Valjoux 72, screw balance wheel, stop function via control wheel, 17 jewels
Dial: black, applied baton numerals, 3 silver-coloured auxiliary dials for small second, 30-minute index and 12-hour index
 Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel
 The Autavia model of the 2446 reference series, which is extremely popular among collectors, was produced in several versions. The
present watch features a rotating bezel with minute division and the "T Swiss" marking on the dial indicating the tritium used for the
luminous baton numerals.
 Case back partly scratched.

Čís. Položky 435

Heuer Autavia
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 11630, c. 1977

Case: stainless steel, numbered 313514, screwed back, bidirectional turning bezel, left crown, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement with micro rotor, calibre 12, stop function via switch, precision adjust, 17 jewels
Dial: black, applied baton numerals, 2 auxiliary dials for 30-minute index and 12-hour index, date

The Heuer Autavia was launched in 1962. Its name stands for ‘Auto-Aviation’ and is intended to represent the combination of timekeeping
and navigation in motorsport and aviation.
 Watch case partly reworked.
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Čís. Položky 436

TAG Heuer Carrera Calibre 16
Monaco Grand Prix
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

a limited-edition wristwatch with stop function, reference CV2A1M, c. 2014

Case: stainless steel, numbered RUM9511, limited edition number 2111/4000, glazed and screwed back, tachymeter, diameter c. 45 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 16 (base ETA 7750) precision adjust, stop function via switch, 25 jewels
Dial: grey, applied baton numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 30-minute index and 12-hour index, window for weekday (English)
and date
 Accessories: covered stainless steel folding buckle, box with slipcase
 From a private collection.

Čís. Položky 437

TAG Heuer Aquaracer Calibre 5
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.600,- do EUR 2.400,-

diving wristwatch, reference WAK2122, c. 2012

Case: stainless steel, gold 750, numbered EAZ3142, screwed back, screw crown, Helium escape valve, unidirectional rotating bezel with
ceramic insert, diameter c. 44 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 5 (basis Sellita 200–1), precision adjust, 26 jewels
Dial: black, applied hour markers, date, central second
Accessories: folding buckle with hinged diving extension made of stainless steel, box with slipcase
 From a private collection.
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Čís. Položky 438

Tag Heuer Aquaracer
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.200,- do EUR 1.800,-

diving wristwatch, reference WAJ1113, c. 2015

Case: stainless steel, numbered EES2574, screw crown, helium valve, turning bezel, diameter c. 43 mm
Movement: quartz, 7 jewels
Dial: orange, luminous baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: folding fastening with extension made of stainless steel, box
 From a private collection.

Čís. Položky 439

TAG Heuer Carrera Calibre 6
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.400,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch, reference WAS2140, c. 2014

Case: rose gold 750, numbered EKD7589, screwed and glazed back, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 6 (base ETA 2895–2), precision adjust, 27 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, applied Arabic numerals, guilloché, date, small second
Accessories: pin buckle rose gold 750, box with slipcase
 From a private collection.
 Case back with engraved initial.
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Čís. Položky 440

TAG Heuer 2000
Odhadní cena:

EUR 10.000,- do EUR 15.000,-

wristwatch, reference WN5140, c. 2007

Case: gold 750, numbered 1642405, screw crown, screwed back, unidirectional rotating bezel, diameter c. 38 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 1642405, calibre 7 (base ETA 2892A2), precision adjust, 21 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, applied baton numerals and Arabic numerals, guilloché, date, central second
Accessories: folding buckle gold 750, strap segment gold 750, box with slipcase
 From a private collection.

Čís. Položky 441

Oris Artelier 110 Years Limited
Edition
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

a limited-edition large wristwatch with power reserve index, reference 01 110 7700 6081, c. 2014

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 3359151 and 047/110, glazed back, diameter c. 43 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated 10-day lever movement, numbered 14/0110, calibre 110, precision adjust, 40 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, applied baton numerals and Arabic numerals, power reserve index, small second
Accessories: pin buckle rose gold 750, warranty card, instruction manual, booklets, box with slipcase, product tag

This watch with a manufacture movement offers a 10-day power reserve when fully wound. It was produced in 2014 in a strictly limited
edition of 110 pieces to mark the company's 110th anniversary. The present watch is number 047/110. It comes from a private collection
and is in almost mint condition.
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Čís. Položky 442

Eberhard & Co. Extra-Fort
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 30951, c. 2009

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 836, screwed back, box pushers, screw crown, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, stop mechanism via switch
 Dial: silver-coloured, applied baton numerals, Arabic numerals, date, 30-minute index, small second, tachymeter
 Accessories: warranty booklet and card.
 Eberhard produced the first Extra Fort models in the 1940s.

Čís. Položky 443

Pequignet Royale Origine
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

elegant wristwatch with date, moon phase and power reserve index, reference 9011538, c. 2013

Case: gold 750, numbered 0023, screwed and glazed back, sunk corrector pusher, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 00326, calibre EPM01 “Calibre Roval”, 39 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, applied baton numerals, 2 auxiliary dials for small second and power reserve index, window for weekday (English),
large date and moon phase index
 Accessories: gold 750 pin buckle, warranty card, instruction manual, cleaning cloth, correction pin, box with slipcase
 The "Calibre Royal" movement by this manufacturer in the Jura region of France is characterised above all by the integration of all
structural components on a base plate. From a private collection.
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Čís. Položky 444

Pequignet Royale Origine
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 6.000,-

elegant wristwatch with date, moon phase and power reserve index, reference 9010437, c. 2013

Case: stainless steel, numbered 0456, screwed and glazed back, sunk corrector pusher, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 02340, calibre EPM01 “Calibre Royale”, 39 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Roman numerals, partly guilloché, 2 auxiliary dials for small second and power reserve index, window for weekday
(English), large date and moon phase index
 Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, warranty card, instruction manual, cleaning cloth, correction pin, box with slipcase
 The manufacture movement called "Calibre Royal" achieves a power reserve of at least 88 hours via a single barrel with a 72-hour
isochronism display. From a private collection.

Čís. Položky 445

Pequignet Royale Titane
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.400,- do EUR 3.600,-

sports wristwatch with power reserve index, reference 9032843, c. 2014

Case: titanium, numbered 0002, screwed and glazed back, diameter c. 44 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 01451, calibre EPM01 “Calibre Royal”, 39 jewels
Dial: black, Arabic numerals, small second, power reserve index
 Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, titanium, warranty card, instruction manual, cleaning cloth, box with slipcase

The present watch by the French manufacturer is in mint, unworn condition and comes from a private collection.
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Čís. Položky 446

Eberhard & Co. Vanderbilt Cup
Tazio Nuvolari Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 31045, c. 2007

Case: stainless steel, numbered 1235, screwed glass bottom, hinged back, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, stop mechanism via switch, blued screws, 30 jewels
Dial: white, Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, tachymeter
 Accessories: folding fastening, safety lever
 The Vanderbilt Cup was a well-known car race in the USA.

Čís. Položky 447

Blancpain Leman Reveil GMT
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

wristwatch with GMT and alarm and power reserve index, reference 2041–12A30, c. 2008

Case: titanium, gold 750, number 7, screwed and glazed back, screw crown and push-pieces, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 02017, calibre 12416, blued screws, 38 jewels
Dial: black, applied hour markings and Arabic numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 24-hour and alarm time index, power reserve
index, on/off display for for alarm function, date
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding buckle, warranty card and booklet, service folder, instruction manual, cleaning cloth, titanium
bracelet segment, natural rubber replacement strap with gold 750 folding buckle, purchase receipt from 03/2008, wooden box with
slipcase
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Čís. Položky 448

Blancpain Villeret
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with central second, reference 6222, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 228, diameter c. 38 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 1153, precision adjust, 28 jewels
Dial: white, Roman numerals, central second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle

The Villeret is one of Blancpain’s most famous model series.

Čís. Položky 449

Zenith El Primero Fly-Back
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with fly-back stop function, reference 03.1240.4001, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, screwed glass bottom, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 4001, stop mechanism via switch, precision adjust, 31 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, hour markers, Roman numerals, date, weekday, month, moon phase, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second,
tachymeter
 Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, instruction manual and warranty booklet, box
 A sporty version of the El Primero chronograph with fly-back.
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Čís. Položky 450

Zenith Collection 125eme
Chronometre No. 285
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.600,- do EUR 2.400,-

a limited-edition wristwatch, reference 30.3125.113, c. 1990

Case: gold 750, numbered 285/300, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 35799, calibre 2541, precision adjust, 17 jewels
Dial: white, applied Arabic numerals and daggers, numbered 285, small second
Accessories: pin buckle 750, warranty, movement certificate, box with slipcase

Founded in 1865, the watch manufacturer Zenith launched this watch model in an exclusive limited edition of 300 pieces to mark the
company's 125th anniversary. The present watch is number 285.

Čís. Položky 451

Berthoud Geneve “Universal”
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

very rare wristwatch with stop function, reference 7066, c. 1940

Case: stainless steel, numbered 685412, diameter c. 38 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, calibre 385, stop function via control wheel
 Dial: black, Arabic numerals, 45-minute index, small second, tachymeter
 A very rare and unusual "Enversteel" chronograph with round pushers. The movement is in working condition, partly stained and with
oxidised areas. Louis Edouard Berthoud and Ulysse Georges Perret founded the company Perret et Berthoud in 1897. They launched the
first wristwatch with a chronograph in 1917. During the economic crisis in the 1930s, they joined forces with a group of investors to form
the company Perret & Berthoud SA Universal Watch CO.
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Čís. Položky 452

Mathey Tissot, sold by Tiffany & Co.
Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with calendar, moon phase and stop function, c. 1960

Case: gold 750, numbered 1679, diameter c. 38 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, calibre Valjoux 730, precision adjust, stop function via control wheel, 17 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals, Arabic numerals, date, weekday, month, moon phase, 30-minute index, 12-hour index
 Wristwatch with complete calendar and chronograph. The dial is stained.

Čís. Položky 453

Chopard Classic Racing Superfast
Odhadní cena:

EUR 9.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

wristwatch in a limited edition with stop function, reference 161276–5001, c. 2010

Case: gold 750, numbered 1535997 and 448/500, screwed back and bezel, screw crown, tachymeter scale, diameter c. 47 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 12 1/2, 37 jewels
Dial: black, applied hour markings and Arabic numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 30-minute index and 12-hour index, date
Accessories: folding buckle gold 750, certificate of authenticity
 A sporty watch model with a solid, large design, which was presented in a limited edition of 500 pieces. The present watch is number
448/500.
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Čís. Položky 454

Chopard Mille Miglia
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

a limited-edition chronograph wristwatch with stop function, reference 8932, c. 2003

Case: stainless steel, numbered 971617, screwed back, tachymeter, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement
 Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle

The Mille Miglia, named after the famous car race, was produced in a limited edition of 2003. The present watch is number 160.

Čís. Položky 455

Chopard Classic
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.400,- do EUR 5.000,-

an elegant wristwatch, reference 1278, c. 2008

Case: white gold 750, numbered 1483052, screwed back, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 0070937, calibre ETA 2892A2, precision adjust, 21 jewels
Dial: white, applied Roman numerals, date, central second
Accessories: guarantee certificate, booklet, box with slipcase, pin buckle white gold 750
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Čís. Položky 456

Longines Legend Diver
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.200,- do EUR 1.800,-

diving wristwatch, reference L3.674.4, c. 2010

Case: stainless steel, numbered 36138539, screw crown, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre L633, 25 jewels
Dial: black, baton numerals, revolving minute ring, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle

The Legend Diver by Longines features an integrated, revolving minute ring for setting the dive time.

Čís. Položky 457

Longines Master Collection
Odhadní cena:

EUR 600,- do EUR 900,-

wristwatch with power reserve index, reference L2.666.4, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 32181592, glass bottom, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre L.693.2, 24 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, guilloché, Arabic numerals, power reserve, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp
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Čís. Položky 458

Longines Heritage Retrograde
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with retrograde date, second hand and 24-hour index, reference L4.797.4, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 36153522, glass bottom, diameter c. 41 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre L698.2, 25 jewels
Dial: white, Roman numerals, date, weekday, small second, 24-hour index
 Accessories: covered folding buckle
 Special edition with retrograde display.

Čís. Položky 459

Longines Collection Ernest
Francillon Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

a special-edition wristwatch with stop function, reference L4.64.6, c. 1994

Case: gold 750, numbered 159/26283471, ‘Clou de Paris’ decoration, diameter c. 38 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, numbered 4490293, calibre L639, precision adjust, stop mechanism via switch, 17 jewels
Dial: white, Roman numerals, 30-minute index, small second, tachymeter
 Accessories: box, certificate, gilt metal pin buckle
 The Swiss watchmaker Ernest Francillon founded Longines in 1867.
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Čís. Položky 460

Roamer Stingray Chrono Diver
Anniversary Edition
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.000,- do EUR 1.500,-

a limited-edition wristwatch with stop function, reference 1970, c. 2013

Case: stainless steel, numbered 175/333, screw crown, screwed back, unidirectional rotating bezel, diameter c. 45 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre ETA 2824–2, precision adjust, chronograph module
Dial: black, applied baton numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 30-minute index and 12-hour index
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding buckle, replacement leather watchband with stainless steel pin buckle and screw bars, stainless
steel key fob, wooden box with slipcase

The present model was launched in 2013 on the occasion of Roamer’s 125th anniversary in an exclusive limited edition of 333 pieces.
From a private collection.
One strap bar screw is missing.

Čís. Položky 461

Porsche Design Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with stop function, reference 6612.11/1, c. 2000

Case: titanium, numbered 156,674, glazed back, diameter c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre ETA2894–2, blued screws, precision adjust, 37 jewels
Dial: black, baton numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second, date, tachymeter
Accessories: covered folding buckle
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Čís. Položky 462

Hublot Big Bang One Click “Pop Art
King Gold Apple”
Odhadní cena:

EUR 10.000,- do EUR 15.000,-

a limited-edition wristwatch, 123/200, reference 465. OG.7398. LR.1222. POP16, c. 2016

Case: gold 750, plastic, numbered 1116540, screwed and glazed back, screw-down bezel with 42 tsavorites, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 532185, calibre HUB 1710, precision adjust, 27 jewels
Dial: pink, partly green, applied Arabic numerals and baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: caoutchouc/leather strap with patent “one click” fastening system, gilt folding buckle, warranty card, certificate of authenticity,
box with slipcase

This Big Bang model, inspired by the Pop Art movement, was launched in an exclusive edition of 200 pieces. This watch is number
123/200. Very good to excellent condition.

Čís. Položky 463

Ulysse Nardin Freak
Odhadní cena:

EUR 20.000,- do EUR 40.000,-

wristwatch with Carrousel tourbillon, reference 01688, c. 2003

Case: rose gold 750, number 340, rotating glass back and glass hoop, diameter c. 43 mm
Movement: manual winding, calibre UN01, double escapement, 32 jewels
Dial: blue, Arabic numerals
Accessories: golding fastening rose gold 750, box, instruction manual and warranty booklet, certificate

Ulysse Nardin’s Freak is a typical example of modern horology. The watch is wound via the rotating glass back, and the time is set using the
rotating bezel. The movement has a power reserve of around 8 days.
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Čís. Položky 464

Ulysse Nardin Executive Dual Time
Lady
Odhadní cena:

EUR 7.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with large date and second time zone, reference 243–10, c. 2011

Case: stainless steel, 88 diamonds, total weight c. 1.73 ct., numbered 1913, screwed and glazed back, 2 ceramic pushers, diameter c. 40 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 260067, calibre UN 024 (base ETA 2892A2), precision adjust, 34 jewels
Dial: mother-of-pearl, applied Roman numerals and baton numerals, 49 diamonds, window for large date and reference time (home time),
small second
Accessories: covered titanium folding buckle with ceramic pin buckle, warranty card and booklet, instruction manual, diamond certificate,
folder, box with slipcase
Local time can be set quickly and easily with the plus/minus corrector pushers on this Ulysse Nardin model.

Čís. Položky 465

IWC Da Vinci Automatic
Odhadní cena:

EUR 10.000,- do EUR 15.000,-

wristwatch with brilliants, reference IW4523–20, c. 2010

Case: rose gold 750, brilliants, screwed back, width c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 30130, 22 jewels
Dial: pink, guilloché, baton numerals, Arabic numerals, large date, central second
Accessories: pin buckle rose gold 750

The Da Vinci Automatic by IWC was produced from 2007 to 2011.
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Čís. Položky 466

Hublot Spirit of Big Bang Titanium
Blue Ceramic
Odhadní cena:

EUR 10.000,- do EUR 15.000,-

wristwatch with fitted case and stop function, reference 642. NL.7170. RX, c. 2023

Case: titanium, ceramic, numbered 1632687, screwed and glazed back, screw crown, screw-down bezel, width c. 42 mm
Movement: self-winding, partly skeletonised lever movement, numbered 712299, calibre HUB 4700, precision adjust, stop function via
control wheel, 31 jewels
Dial: blue, applied baton numerals, skeletonised, 3 auxiliary dials for small second, 12-hours and 30-minute index, date
Accessories: covered titanium folding buckle, valid Hublot e-warranty, copy of a purchase receipt from 06/2023, box with slipcase

The watches from the ‘Spirit of Big Bang’ collection are characterised by a striking, multi-layered tonneau-shaped case. This watch is in
almost new, unworn condition.

Čís. Položky 467 V

Blancpain Fifthy Fathoms
Bathyscaphe
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

a limited-edition diving wristwatch, reference 5000–0140-NAOA, c. 2023

Case: ceramic, numbered 155, glass bottom, turning bezel, screw crown, diameter c. 44 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 1315, rotor weight white gold 750, signed Bucherer, 35 jewels
Dial: blue, luminous dot and baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: ceramic pin buckle, instruction manual and warranty booklet, diver’s logbook, certificate, Peli Case box
"Blue Edition" of the Bathyscaphe in a limited edition of 188 pieces, sold by Bucherer. Intermediary: customs office
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Čís. Položky 468

Tutima Flieger Chronograph
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 16.000,-

rare wristwatch with stop function and power reserve index, model number 754–02, c. 2005

Case: gold 750, numbered 75410228, glazed and screwed back, turning bezel, diameter c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre ETA 7750, precision adjust, stop function via switch, blued screws, 25 jewels
Dial: red, applied Arabic numerals, 3 auxiliary dials for 30-minute index, 12-hour index and small second, power reserve index, date
Accessories: covered folding buckle gold 750, warranty booklet, accompanying book and papers, bracelet segment gold 750, box with
slipcase
From a private collection.
The case does not match the model.

Čís. Položky 469

Corum Golden Bridge Classic
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with decorated bar movement, reference 05.0059, c. 2010

Case: white gold 750, numbered 2279899, partly glazed fitted case, screwed back, width. c. 34 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, calibre 7000, decorated movement plates, white gold 750
Dial: black, hour markers
Accessories: pin buckle made of white gold 750

Corum’s Golden Bridge was launched in 1980. This model was produced in a limited edition of 250 pieces and has a maximum power
reserve of 40 hours.
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Čís. Položky 470

Franck Muller Big Chrono
Odhadní cena:

EUR 12.000,- do EUR 18.000,-

wristwatch with fitted case and stop function, reference 6850CCAT, c. 2006

Case: white gold 750, numbered 57, screwed back, width c. 34 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement
Dial: silver-coloured, guilloché, Arabic numerals, 30-minute index, 12-hour index, small second
Accessories: folding buckle white gold 750, certificate
Chronograph by Franck Muller in a solid white gold version.

Čís. Položky 471

Franck Muller Casablanca
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

large wristwatch with fitted case, reference 8880 SC DT, c. 2008

Case: gold 750, numbered 894, screwed back, width c. 39 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 2800 (base ETA 2892A2), precision adjust, flywheel platinum 950, blued
screws
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, guilloché, date, central second
Accessories: pin buckle gold 750, guarantee certificate with portfolio, wooden box with slipcase
A large, solid wristwatch with a typical Franck Muller case design.
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Čís. Položky 472

Franck Muller Color Dreams
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 6.000,-

wristwatch with polychrome dial and fitted case, reference 1200SC, c. 2000

Case: stainless steel, numbered 567, screwed back, width c. 32 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 2800 V, blued screws, precision adjust, rotor weight platinum 950
Dial: silver-coloured, guilloché, Arabic numerals
Accessories: stainless steel pin buckle, sleeve

Čís. Položky 473

Franck Muller Color Dreams Crazy
Hours
Odhadní cena:

EUR 7.000,- do EUR 10.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with fitted case and jumping hour, reference 5850 CH, c. 2006

Case: gold 750, numbered 97, screwed back, width c. 32 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 2800 V (base ETA 2892A2), balance wheel platinum 950, precision adjust,
blued screws
Dial: silver-coloured, Arabic numerals, guilloché
Accessories: pin buckle gold 750, guarantee certificate in portfolio, a purchase receipt from 04/2008, box

The special feature of the Crazy Hours models are the non-consecutive numerals on the dial. However, the jumping hour hand ensures that
the hours are displayed in the correct sequence.
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Čís. Položky 474

Franck Muller Pink Orchid
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with fitted case in a limited edition, reference 5850 B. SC 8CD, c. 2009

Case: white gold 750, numbered 32/50, screwed back, width c. 32 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre FM 800, balance wheel platinum 950, precision adjust, blued screws, 25 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, applied Arabic numerals, guilloché, central second
Accessories: pin buckle white gold 750, guarantee certificate in portfolio, purchase receipt from 08/2009, lockable wooden box with key
and slipcase
The Pink Orchid model was launched in an exclusive limited edition of 50 pieces. The present watch is number 32/50.

Čís. Položky 475

Franck Muller Conquistador
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with fitted case, set with diamonds, reference 8002 L SC D, c. 2002

Case: gold 750, diamonds, numbered 28, screwed back, width c. 28 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, balance wheel platinum 950, precision adjust, blued screws
Dial: black, applied Arabic numerals, guilloché, date, central second
Accessories: pin buckle gold 750 with diamonds, guarantee certificate in portfolio, purchase receipt from 01/2002, box with slipcase
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Čís. Položky 476

De Grisogono Instrumentino No. Uno
GMT
Odhadní cena:

EUR 16.000,- do EUR 24.000,-

wristwatch with brilliants and second time zone, c. 2000

Case: rose gold 750, numbered 020407, screwed back, width c. 29 mm
Movement: quartz, calibre ETA 255,441
Dial: rose, guilloché, octagonal diamonds, auxiliary dial for second time
Accessories: rose gold folding buckle
An exclusive wristwatch by De Grisogono with diamonds and solid gold bracelet.

Čís. Položky 477

Cartier Ballon Bleu
Odhadní cena:

EUR 28.000,- do EUR 40.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with brilliants, reference WE902045, c. 2013

Case: white gold 750, numbered 137653RX 3262, brilliants, screwed back, crown with sapphire cabochon, diameter c. 36 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 017 (base ETA 2671), precision adjust, 25 jewels
Dial: white gold 750 set with brilliants
Accessories: Covered white gold 750 folding buckle, guarantee certificate, booklet
The case and dial of the present watch are set with 589 brilliant-cut diamonds totalling c. 2.84 ct.
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Čís. Položky 478

Tag Heuer Monaco
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

wristwatch with diamonds, reference WW2118, c. 2010

Case: stainless steel, numbered FH5329, screw-down glass bottom, brilliants, width c. 37 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 5, 27 jewels
Dial: black, baton numerals, diamonds, small second
Accessories: folding fastening stainless steel, box
From a private collection.

Čís. Položky 479

Ernest Bergner Genève
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

rare pendant watch with heart-shaped movement, c. 1850

Case: gold 750, numbered 8610, engraved, guilloché, heart-shaped savonette, applied monogram and cross moline, diamond rhombs,
amethysts, width c. 26 mm
Movement: key wind-up, heart-shaped key-wound cylinder, blued screws
Dial: enamel, Roman numerals
Accessories: box not matching, ratchet wrench

The manufacture of heart-shaped pocket watches requires special watchmaking skills. Only a few pieces from well-known manufacturers,
such as Patek Philipp or Perret, are known. The present watch needs servicing, the dial shows hairline cracks.
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Čís. Položky 480

Cartier Santos 100
Odhadní cena:

EUR 10.000,- do EUR 15.000,-

wristwatch with diamonds, reference 2880, c. 2010

Case: gold 750, numbered 89081LX, screwed back, width c. 33 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 76, 25 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Roman numerals, central second
Accessories: gold 750 folding buckle

The Santos is one of Cartier's most famous model series.

Čís. Položky 481

Cartier Panthère
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with diamonds, c. 1992

Case: gold 750, numbered 8669192020, screwed back, octagonal diamonds, width c. 22 mm
Movement: quartz
Dial: gold-coloured, octagonal diamonds
Accessories: covered gold 750 folding buckle, certificate, (copy of a) service receipt from 2023
A fine jewellery watch by Cartier. The present watch was serviced by the manufacturer in 2023.
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Čís. Položky 482

Cartier Santos Galbee
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

lady’s wristwatch, with fitted case, reference 1569, c. 1995

Case: gold 750, numbered 2151, screwed back, crown with sapphire, width c. 24 mm
Movement: quartz, calibre 66, 6 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Roman numerals
Accessories: covered gold 750 folding buckle, travel case

Čís. Položky 483

Cartier Tank Française
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with fitted case, reference 1840, c. 2000

Case: gold 750, numbered CC467740, screwed back, crown with synthetic sapphire, width c. 28 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 120, precision adjust, 20 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, Roman numerals, date, guilloché, central second
Accessories: gold 750 pin buckle, diverse documentation, leather pouch
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Čís. Položky 484

Cartier Tank Mechanique
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.200,- do EUR 1.800,-

flat wristwatch, c. 1995

Case: gold 750, numbered 960656787, screwed back, width c. 24 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement
Dial: silver-coloured, guilloché, Roman numerals
Accessories: gold 750 pin buckle, instruction manual and warranty booklet
A classic tank in a flat design with mechanical movement.

Čís. Položky 485

Cartier Santos
Odhadní cena:

EUR 5.000,- do EUR 8.000,-

rare wristwatch with fitted case, reference 2960, c. 1984

Case: stainless steel, screwed, numbered 296020907, crown with synthetic sapphire cabochon, width c. 30 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 2671, precision adjust, 17 jewels
Dial: burgundy, lacquered, date, central second
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding buckle, warranty card
The rare burgundy dial of this watch, which is extremely popular among collectors, is in excellent condition.
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Čís. Položky 486

Chopard Happy Diamonds
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 6.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with diamonds and fixed watch strap, reference 4118 (204993–003), c. 2000

Case: gold 750, numbered 249721, partly glazed, 113 diamonds, 7 of which movable, diameter c. 25 mm, total length c. 17.5 cm
Movement: quartz
Dial: gold-coloured
Accessories: gold 750 folding fastening, service guarantee from 02/2024
Dial partly stained.

Čís. Položky 487

Chopard Ice Cube by De Grisogono
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

lady’s wristwatch, reference 12/7407, c. 2000

Case: gold 750, numbered 1030387 & 3343, screwed back with sunk corrector pusher, width c. 25 mm
Movement: quartz
Dial: gold-coloured
Accessories: gold 750 pin buckle, gilt metal setting pin
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Čís. Položky 488

Jaeger LeCoultre Reverso
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with diamonds, reference 265.1.86, c. 1996

Case: gold 750, reversible case with diamonds, monogram, numbered 1819815, width c. 21 mm
Movement: manual winding, lever movement, calibre 846/1, 18 stones
Dial: silver-coloured, guilloché, hour markers, Arabic numerals
Accessories: covered gold 750 folding buckle, box, instruction manual and warranty booklet, bracelet segment, sleeve, cleaning cloth

Čís. Položky 489

Jaeger LeCoultre Reverso Squadra
Duetto
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

wristwatch with square reversible case and brilliants, reference 235.8.76, c. 2011

Case: stainless steel, numbered 2734152, patent reversible case, brilliants, width c. 29 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 968, 28 jewels
Dial: silver, black, Arabic numerals, date, day and night indication
Accessories: stainless steel folding buckle, certificate, warranty card, instruction manual, box, cleaning cloth

The Reverso Squadra Lady Duetto features an almost square shape and an exclusive quick-change bracelet system.
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Čís. Položky 490

Chanel J12
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.200,- do EUR 1.800,-

wristwatch with date, reference I. C.53471, c. 2008

Case: ceramic, stainless steel, turning bezel, screw crown, diameter 34 mm
Movement: quartz
Dial: white, Arabic numerals, date, central second
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding clasp, box

Čís. Položky 491

TAG Heuer Link
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.600,- do EUR 2.400,-

lady’s wristwatch, reference WAT2311, c. 2010

Case: stainless steel, numbered EPF3058, screwed and glazed back, diameter c. 35 mm
Movement: self-winding, decorated lever movement, calibre 7 (basis Sellita SW300), precision adjust, 25 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, 11 applied hour markings with diamonds, guilloché, date, central second
Accessories: covered stainless steel folding buckle, box with slipcase
From a private collection.
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Čís. Položky 492

Bulgari Bulgari
Odhadní cena:

EUR 6.000,- do EUR 9.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with date and watch strap, reference LC29G, c. 2000

Case: gold 750, numbered P.636, diameter c. 29 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, calibre 3002, 27 jewels
Dial: white, baton numerals, date, central second
Accessories: covered folding fastening, gold 750 bracelet segment, service guarantee from 2017

Čís. Položky 493

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust
Odhadní cena:

EUR 8.000,- do EUR 12.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with brilliants, reference 80319, c. 2002

Case: white gold 750, numbered P196748, brilliants, screw crown, diameter c. 29 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 0522246, calibre 2235, 31 stones
Dial: white, Roman numerals, date, central second
Accessories: folding fastening, safety bow, white gold 750, warranty, instruction manual, box
An exclusive Datejust by Rolex for ladies, in white gold with diamonds.
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Čís. Položky 494

Rolex Oyster Perpetual
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

lady’s wristwatch with white gold bezel, reference 176234, c. 2008

Case: stainless steel, white gold 750, numbered M183820, screw crown, diameter c. 26 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 2341303, calibre 2231, 31 stones
Dial: white, baton numerals, Arabic numerals, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp, box, warranty booklet and card
A classic stainless steel lady’s watch from Rolex.

Čís. Položky 495

Rolex Cellini
Odhadní cena:

EUR 1.200,- do EUR 1.800,-

lady’s wristwatch, reference 4109, c. 2002

Case: white gold 750, numbered W089624, diameter c. 26 mm
Movement: manual winding, calibre 1602, 20 jewels
Dial: silver-coloured, baton numerals
Accessories: white gold 750 pin buckle, box, warranty, sleeve, pocket square

The Cellini is a classic lady’s watch in white gold.
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Čís. Položky 496

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date
Odhadní cena:

EUR 2.000,- do EUR 3.000,-

lady’s wristwatch, reference 69160, c. 1985

Case: stainless steel, numbered 8176502, diameter c. 26 mm
Movement: self-winding, lever movement, numbered 439897, calibre 2135, 29 stones
Dial: white, baton numerals, Roman numerals, date, central second
Accessories: stainless steel folding clasp, box not matching, warranty, repair receipt, instruction manual

Čís. Položky 497

The Dueber Watch Co.
Odhadní cena:

EUR 4.000,- do EUR 5.000,-

a decorative American pocket watch with an extremely solid case design, c. 1890

Case: gold 585, numbered 61809, savonette, partly guilloché, with engraved floral decoration, centre engraved with monogram, diameter c.
55 mm
Movement: manual winding, decorated lever movement, numbered 677892, inscribed “The Dueber Watch Co. Canton, Ohio”, precision
adjust, compensation balance, 4 screwed chatons, blued screws
Dial: white, enamel, Roman numerals, sunk small second
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Čís. Položky 498

Dent London, sold by Anton
Schlesinger Vienna
Odhadní cena:

EUR 3.000,- do EUR 4.000,-

a pocket watch in very solid design with chronometer escapement, c. 1890

Case: gold 750, gilt metal bow, numbered 84897, Austrian duty hallmark 1872–1902, savonette, partly guilloché and with engraved floral
decoration, engraved inscription with engraved initial, diameter c. 55 mm
Movement: manual winding, chronometer escapement, compensation balance, cylindrical balance spring, wolf’s tooth winding, 4 screwed
chatons
Dial: white, enamel, decorated hands, sunk small second
Accessories: hinged case

The present pocket watch was sold by the imperial and royal court watch maker Anton Schlesinger, Rothenthurm Straße 17, in Vienna.
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